A range of behavioural and neuroimaging evidence demonstrates that we mirror observed human action in our motor systems to a greater extent than similar non-biological movement.
Introduction
Observation of action activates the motor codes required for performance. For example, we automatically imitate others when there is no intention to have done so and no reported awareness of matching behaviour (e.g. Chartrand and Bargh, 1999) . Consistent with these behavioural data, neuroimaging studies demonstrate that observing action activates an 'action observation network' (AON), including motor structures such as ventral and dorsal premotor cortices, posterior regions of the inferior frontal gyrus and primary motor cortex (Rizzolatti and Craighero, 2004) . In homologous areas 'mirror neurons' have been found in the macaque, that discharge not only when the monkey executes an action of a certain type (e.g. precision grip), but also when it observes the experimenter or another monkey performing that action (Cisek and Kalaska, 2004; Dushanova and Donoghue, 2010; Gallese et al., 1996; Pellegrino et al., 1992) . Furthermore, neuroimaging adaptation techniques demonstrate that populations of cells with mirror properties are likely to exist in these areas in humans (Kilner et al., 2009; Lingnau et al., 2009; Press et al., 2012a Press et al., , 2012b . Motor mirror mechanisms (hereafter, simply mirror mechanisms) have been proposed to support a wide range of social and non-social functions, from intention reading (Iacoboni et al., 2005) through to aesthetic experience (Di Dio and Gallese, 2009) .
Concurring with some of these hypothesized functions, studies investigating the properties of mirror mechanisms typically demonstrate biological tuning, such that human actions activate corresponding motor codes to a greater extent than non-biological movements. This chapter will begin by reviewing behavioural and neuroimaging studies that demonstrate biological tuning, considering the form and kinematic features of observed stimuli to which mirror mechanisms are sensitive. It will define mirror mechanisms functionally -that they support reflect inferential processing about mental states of humans, but not inanimate entities.
Second, it will outline preliminary evidence that mirror mechanisms support various types of imitation and action perception, and consider how biological tuning may influence our imitation and perception of human and inanimate movements. Third, it will examine how biological tuning can be integrated with the view that mirror mechanisms are part of a wider domain-general system adapted for action control, thereby mapping motor codes to observed events from both our social and inanimate environments. Kilner et al. (2003) showed that the execution of sinusoidal arm movements in a vertical or horizontal plane was subject to interference from simultaneous observation of another human performing arm movements in the opposite plane; if participants executed vertical arm movements while observing horizontal movements, there was greater variance in the horizontal dimension, compared with conditions where they observed vertical movements (Fig. 1a) . This 'interference effect' is thought to be a result of the automatic activation of motor codes which correspond to observed action, and an interaction between these motor codes and those required for executing the intended action. When the observed movements were made by a robotic arm, there was no interference effect. However, there were at least two differences between the human and non-human stimuli presented in this experiment. First, the stimuli differed in form. Namely, the human stimuli were a flesh colour, rounded, and had a certain joint configuration, whereas the non-biological stimuli were more geometric and with fewer joints. Second, the stimuli differed in kinematics. The human arms followed an approximately minimum jerk trajectory, where the movement is slow at turning points and faster on straight trajectories (Hogan, 1984) , whereas the robotic stimulus moved with constant velocity. A number of studies have controlled for one of these factors while measuring the effect of the other, to investigate whether one or both of form and kinematics generate the biological tuning within mirror mechanisms (see Box 1 for related studies that investigate the top-down influence of belief about stimulus identity on biological mirror mechanism activation).
Evidence of biological tuning

Behavioural evidence
In a simple reaction time (RT) task, Brass et al. (2001) found evidence of greater activation of corresponding motor codes when stimuli had a human, rather than point, form, and were matched for kinematics. Participants were required to make a pre-specified index finger lifting or tapping movement whenever they saw the index finger of an observed hand move. They were faster to execute this movement (e.g. finger lifting) in response to observed compatible (lifting) rather than incompatible (tapping) movements. This effect has been termed the 'automatic imitation' effect, given that it signifies primed imitative, relative to non-imitative, responses (see Fig. 1b ), and for similar reasons to the interference effect, is considered to reflect automatic activation of motor codes which correspond to observed actions (NB.
Automatic imitation and interference effects are not thought to be differentially dependent upon priming versus inhibition, respectively -both effects are likely driven by both processesbut the common nomenclature is used in this chapter to differentiate the paradigms). Brass and colleagues (2001) found no evidence of an automatic imitation effect when responses were made to a point that moved up or down with the same kinematic profile as the observed finger actions. Gowen et al. (2010) replicated this finding of a form x compatibility interaction when comparing automatic imitation of index / middle finger lifting movements relative to similar movement of geometric shapes. Likewise, in a paradigm akin to that employed by Kilner et al. (2003) , Gowen et al. (2008) found a greater interference effect when participants observed a real human model performing movements which were incongruent with their own, relative to a point on a computer monitor moving with a similar kinematic profile.
Influences of form on motor activation have also been found when the non-human stimuli are structurally more similar to the human stimuli. Press et al. (2005) investigated differences in processing of human and robotic form, while controlling for kinematics, by removing kinematic information and simply presenting end state postures of movement. Using a simple RT procedure, they required participants to execute a pre-specified hand opening or closing response whenever an observed stimulus hand in a neutral posture was replaced by a hand in an open (fingers splayed) or closed (fist) posture. Participants were faster to execute the action (e.g. hand opening) in response to observed compatible (open) rather than incompatible (closed) postures. This automatic imitation effect was larger when observing human hands than robotic hands ( Fig. 2a ; see also Bird et al., 2007; Press et al., 2007 Press et al., , 2006 for the same effect). Similarly, found greater interference effects when participants observed human avatar form stimuli compared with robotic form stimuli. These studies therefore indicate that stimuli with human form activate corresponding motor codes to a greater degree than stimuli with closely matched non-biological form. Interestingly, Kupferberg et al. (2012) found that interference effects with a robotic arm were similar to those with a human arm if the joint configurations matched those of a human arm (Fig. 2b) .
Similarly, there was no evidence of greater automatic imitation of finger movements made by an avatar hand rather than inanimate blocks with the same 'joints' (Klapper et al., 2014) . Therefore, form effects may be determined solely by configural joint features, not other stimulus properties such as skin tone, concurring also with the finding that biological tuning remains when all stimuli are presented in the same -inanimate -tone (Press et al., 2005) .
Other behavioural studies have examined the effects of kinematics on processing in mirror mechanisms. These studies have indicated that, when stimuli are matched for form, movements with human kinematics sometimes generate greater motor activation than movements with non-biological kinematics. For example, Chaminade et al. (2005) found larger interference effects when a humanoid robot form stimulus moved with human kinematics rather than an artificially generated trajectory, and Kilner et al. (2007) found more interference when participants observed human form stimuli that moved with human kinematics rather than constant velocity. However, the same effect was not found by Kilner et al. (2007) when watching a point move with the two kinematic profiles, and both Gowen et al. (2008) and failed to find evidence that the kinematic profile influenced the magnitude of an interference effect. Therefore, kinematic manipulations sometimes generate a biological bias, although these effects are not detected in all studies.
Neuroimaging evidence
A number of imaging studies support these behavioural findings. For example, a PET study found that the observation of human grasping actions activates premotor cortex to a greater degree than the observation of similar robotic actions (Tai et al., 2004) . Additionally, in three fMRI studies, stronger premotor and pIFG activation was found when participants observed meaningless human hand movements relative to the movements of yellow objects (Engel et al., 2008; BA6) , human finger actions relative to scissor movements (Costantini et al., 2005; BA44) , and humans rather than robots dancing (Miura et al., 2010; BA44 and BA6) .
Neuroimaging studies have also demonstrated influence of either form or kinematics, while controlling for the other stimulus variable. For example, Saygin et al. (2004) found that observing human motion represented by points of light attached to each joint resulted in greater premotor activation than when points with the same kinematic trajectories were scrambled such that a human form was no longer implied. Additionally, a virtual reality nearinfrared spectroscopy study found evidence of biological tuning according to kinematic features; demonstrating greater sensorimotor activation when a human form model grasped objects with human, rather than constant velocity, kinematics (Shimada, Effects of kinematics have also been demonstrated when the non-biological kinematic profile is matched to the human profile for complexity. One PET study (Stevens et al., 2000) showed greater primary motor cortex activation when participants observed an arm movement video that was played at a rate that made it biologically plausible, compared with when it was played more rapidly. Two fMRI studies have similarly indicated that, both when stimuli are of point (Dayan et al., 2007; BA6 and BA44) and human (Casile et al., 2010; dorsal BA6) form, observing movements obeying the two-thirds power law (Lacquaniti et al., 1983 ) -that slow down at curved relative to straight parts of motion, which broadly speaking corresponds to a minimum jerk trajectory -activates premotor and pIFG structures to a greater extent than observing movements with the inverted kinematic profile. These studies therefore indicate that stimuli with human kinematics consistently activate motor areas to a greater extent than stimuli with non-biological kinematics when the two profiles are matched for complexity.
One fMRI study observed equal motor activation when observing human and constant velocity robotic grasping actions (Gazzola et al., 2007 ; although if applying a p < 0.001 uncorrected threshold, some of the human actions generated greater activation than some of the robotic actions at BA6 coordinates). Additionally, Gobbini et al. (2011) found similar premotor activation when observing human and humanoid emotional facial expressions (in fact, there was a larger response for humanoid actions at some coordinates). Given that the humanoid robot in this study was matched so closely in form to the human stimuli, including joint configurations, these findings concur with those of Kupferberg et al. (2012) -that human joint configurations are the important form feature that determines mirror activation. Similarly, Cross et al. (2012) found that when the joint configurations of a Lego figure were matched to those of human whole body stimuli (see Fig. 2c ), typical biological tuning effects were not obtained.
Therefore, most neuroimaging studies support the behavioural data by demonstrating greater motor activation when observing human relative to non-biological movement, in structures such as the dorsal and ventral premotor cortex, and posterior regions of the IFG. As nonbiological stimuli become more human-like, for example, by exhibiting human joint configurations, biological tuning effects disappear. Therefore, despite the poorer demonstration of specificity in these studies, the evidence concurs with the behavioural data.
Biological tuning evidence: Conclusion
In summary, there have been a number of studies indicating greater operation of mirror mechanisms when observing human action, relative to similar non-biological movement. There are observable influences both of the form and the kinematics of the stimuli.
Functional implications of biological tuning
It has long been hypothesised that mirror mechanisms allow us to 'understand' others' actions 'from within' (Gallese and Sinigaglia, 2011; Rizzolatti et al., 1996) . Under this hypothesis, biological tuning reflects greater 'understanding' of humans compared to inanimate devices.
Indeed it has been suggested that when mirror mechanisms are active during the observation of non-human agents like humanoid robots, it is a sign of ascription of human properties such as mental states to these agents (e.g. Chaminade and Cheng, 2009; Gazzola et al., 2007; Oberman et al., 2007) . For example, Oberman et al. (2007) claim 'the implication is that the human mirror neuron system may be activated as a result of the human interactant anthropomorphising these robots. Indeed, by activating the human mirror neuron system humanoid robots could potentially tap into the powerful social motivation system inherent in human life, which could lead to more enjoyable and longer lasting human-robot interactions' (p.2195). Similarly, Gazzola et al. (2007) say 'now we know, that our mirror neuron system may be part of the reason why, when in Stars Wars, C3PO taps R2D2 on the head in a moment of mortal danger, we cannot help but attribute them human feelings and intentions, even if their physical aspect and kinematics are far from human' (p.1683). Furthermore, Chaminade and Cheng (2009) state 'the underlying assumption is that the measure of …(motor activation) indicates the extent to which an artificial agent is considered as a social inter-actor' (p. 289).
The term 'action understanding' was introduced by Rizzolatti and colleagues to characterize the function of mirror neurons (Rizzolatti and Fadiga, 1998; Rizzolatti et al., 1996) . However, there is still no consensus about exactly what is meant by 'action understanding', and how it differs from inferential mentalising, perceptual or motoric functions .
Therefore, the following section will first consider the potential role of mirror mechanisms in distinct, operationally established, functions involved in understanding and interacting with others. These functions are mentalising, imitation and action perception. In each case it will consider what biological tuning can tell us about processing of humans and inanimate devices.
Second, it will examine how biological tuning can be integrated with the view that mirror mechanisms are part of a wider domain-general system adapted for action control, thereby mapping motor codes onto observed events from both our social and inanimate environments.
Mentalising, imitation and action perception
Initial investigations have suggested that mirror mechanisms are unlikely to be involved in inferential processes required for intention understanding. For example, Brass et al. (2007) found no changes in motor activation when manipulating the difficulty of intention inference associated with observed actions. Similarly, de Lange et al. (2008) found that requiring participants to attend to the intention underlying an action did not increase activation in motor circuits relative to attention to the means by which an action was executed. Instead, these manipulations generated differences in other regions such as the medial prefrontal cortex, which have been classically associated with social inferential functions. Therefore, claims that operation of mirror mechanisms -when observing either human or inanimate modelsreflects the extent to which we 'attribute them human feelings and intentions' (Gazzola et al., 2007) are premature, if not inaccurate.
There is better evidence that mirror mechanisms are involved in imitation, and therefore that biological tuning influences the nature of imitated events. Automatic imitation is considered a demonstration of the operation of mirror mechanisms (defined functionally as in the present chapter, rather than anatomically -remember that this functional definition relies solely upon demonstration that action observation activates motor codes for performing that action).
Therefore, by definition, mirror mechanisms are involved in such imitation. There are known positive effects of automatic imitation, for example, interactions are perceived as smoother, and interactees are rated more positively (Chartrand and Bargh, 1999) , and humans may typically benefit from these effects to a greater extent than their inanimate counterparts such as robots. For these reasons, stimulus variables are often tuned to equate automatic imitation of humanoid robots with that of humans to enhance the 'social competence' of robots (Marin et al., 2009 ). There is also evidence that we rely upon the same mechanisms during intentional imitation. For example, damage to the inferior frontal cortex results in impaired imitation of finger movements (Goldenberg and Karnath, 2006) , and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) studies have demonstrated that stimulation of premotor / pIFG regions disrupts both intentional and automatic imitation of simple finger and hand actions (Catmur et al., 2009; Heiser et al., 2003; Newman-Norlund et al., 2010) . Therefore, biological tuning of mirror mechanisms likely contributes to greater intentional imitation of humans than inanimate devices. Intentional imitation is likely to facilitate acquisition of skills and behaviours (Heyes, 1993) , and therefore we will be able to learn a number of skills from conspecifics in a way that we do not with inanimate devices.
Finally, a handful of studies have considered whether activation of mirror representations aids perception of action. Patient and TMS studies suggest that a top-down contribution of mirror mechanisms to perception is likely, given that lesions to motor regions can impair perception (see R. Cook et al., 2014 for a review). Therefore, the motor system may contribute to perception of human actions to a greater extent than that of inanimate movement. Some initial investigations support this possibility. For example, Candidi et al. (2008) demonstrated that TMS of pIFG (BA44) impaired the ability of participants to discriminate two kinematically possible arm and leg actions, but had no effect on their performance in distinguishing two kinematically impossible movements.
In summary, biological tuning within mirror mechanisms may have at least two functional implications. First, we will likely imitate humans more than inanimate devices. Therefore, we will be able to learn a number of skills from conspecifics in a way that we do not with inanimate devices, and humans may benefit from the effects of automatic imitation to a greater extent. Second, the motor system may contribute to perception of human actions more than non-human movements. However, biological tuning is less likely to reflect processing about mental states of an observed entity because there is no evidence that mirror mechanisms are involved in such processing.
Biological tuning within a domain-general perception-action mapping mechanism
There is emerging evidence that mirror mechanisms are not genetic adaptations specifically for mirroring the actions of others, but rather, emerge through domain-general processes of sensorimotor associative learning within a system adapted for action control (see Catmur, present volume) . It may seem counterintuitive that biological tuning is seen within such a system that is not specifically designed for social functions. However, in fact biological tuning is predicted under this account given that we have had more correlated experience of observing human action -rather than inanimate movement -while executing action (Press, 2011) . It is also worth noting that stimulus generalisation is a ubiquitous feature of associative learning (Pearce, 1987) , which can explain the situations where inanimate movements activate mirror mechanisms (see Press et al., 2005) , even to the same extent as human action. For example, as discussed in Section 2.1, when a mechanical stimulus presents similar joint configurations to a human body, tuning according to form may not be observed because all stimuli equally activate the sensory representation of action.
This account makes two predictions about biological tuning. First, correlated sensorimotor experience with inanimate movement should eliminate the tuning. Two studies support this hypothesis. Press et al. (2007) measured automatic imitation effects with human and robotic hand movements before any training, and, supporting previous findings (Press et al., 2006 (Press et al., , 2005 , found that the human stimuli generated larger automatic imitation effects than the robotic stimuli. Participants were subsequently trained with the robotic hands in a compatible (requiring performance of actions which matched those observed) or incompatible (requiring non-matching actions) fashion. Following such training, the group that had received incompatible training still exhibited greater automatic imitation of the human than robotic hands. However, the group that had received compatible training displayed equal automatic imitation of the two stimulus types. Cross et al. (2009) similarly found evidence that motor cortical areas were not biologically tuned following training with non-biological stimuli. During training, participants were required to perform dance step movements in response to an observed sequence of arrows. The arrows were accompanied (human present) or not (human absent) by a video of a human executing these actions. The cortical response was subsequently measured with fMRI while participants observed the human present and human absent videos.
This study demonstrated greater right premotor and pIFG (BA6 and BA44) cortical activation when participants observed the sequences with which they had associated actions during training, but no effect of whether there was a human present in the video or not. Therefore, presenting correlated sensorimotor experience with non-biological stimuli appears to eliminate the bias.
The second prediction states that the same representations in motor regions both mirror observed actions and respond to any other stimuli that have been paired predictively with action i.e. the same mechanisms both mediate action observation-execution mapping and arbitrary stimulus observation-execution mapping. We are exposed to a plethora of sensorimotor experience within our sensory world that does not relate to perceived action, or even perceived movement. For example, we swing a cricket bat on the right of our body, hear the sound of the ball contacting the bat in our right ear, and observe the ball rapidly appear from the right. Additionally, we observe objects such as teacups and learn to perform precision grips in their presence. We are also exposed to apparently arbitrary relationships between action and the physical sensory environment, for example, stamping on a brake pedal with our right foot when we see a red traffic light. After events have been paired systematically, we will automatically activate motor codes for grasping when we observe cups, or right foot movement in the presence of red lights, demonstrated by priming / interference effects with object-action pairs similar to that with observed-executed actions (Tucker and Ellis, 1998) .
Additionally, patients with prefrontal lesions who are impaired in top-down control exhibit utilisation behaviours with objects, whereby they will brush their teeth whenever they see a toothbrush, as well as imitate actions in a way that is typically inhibited (Lhermitte et al., 1986) . Press et al. (2012a) conducted an fMRI study to test the hypothesis that the same mechanisms mediate action observation-execution mapping and arbitrary stimulus observation-execution mapping. During training arbitrary shapes such as hexagons, circles and squares were paired with executed manual intransitive actions such as hand splaying and thumb extension. There was no meaningful relationship between actions and shapes with which they were paired, and the specific shape-action combinations were counterbalanced between participants to control for any arbitrary pre-existing relationships not evident to the experimenters. After training, this study used adaptation techniques to demonstrate that shapes activated, not only motor, but specifically mirror representations of the actions with which they had been paired in training in right pIFG (BA44). The authors reached this conclusion via the following logic: First, participants could not observe their actions during training, therefore if common representations are activated when simply observing action and shapes with which the actions have been paired, it must be due to the shapes activating mirror (not purely motor) representations of action. Second, adaptation logic specifies that repeated activation of the same population of cells results in a decline in responsivity (Grill-Spector et al., 2006) , and observation of a shape just after observation of the action with which the shape had been paired in training resulted in a reduced BOLD signal in BA44. Therefore, this study confirmed the hypothesis that the mechanisms involved in mirroring human action are not distinct from those that retrieve motor codes to other sensory events with which a predictive relationship has been established.
In conclusion, according to the domain-general associative account and a handful of recent findings, the same mechanisms that mediate mirroring of observed human action support retrieval of motor codes linked with other physical events in the environment. Therefore, mirror mechanisms must be considered one component of a domain-general system mapping between perceptual and motor domains to support a range of functions for action control.
Under this hypothesis, biological tuning is not an intrinsic property of mirror mechanisms, but simply reflects the nature of an individual's sensorimotor experience.
Conclusion
A range of behavioural and neuroimaging studies demonstrate that we mirror observed human action to a greater extent than similar non-biological movement; tuning sensitive both to the form and the kinematic profile of observed movement. Biological tuning of mirror mechanisms may contribute to greater imitation of human action than inanimate movement, and a greater role of the motor system in perception of conspecifics. However, current evidence suggests that mirror mechanisms are one component of a domain-general system mapping between perception and action to support action control, and biological tuning reflects simply the nature of an individual's sensorimotor experience rather than an intrinsic property of the mechanism. Stanley et al. (2007) examined effects of instructing participants that stimuli were human or computer generated, when the stimuli were in fact identical, to test effects of belief about stimulus identity on mirror activation. They found a larger interference effect when participants were instructed that dot stimuli were generated by a human rather than a computer, regardless of whether the dots moved with a human or constant velocity profile.
BOX 1: Beliefs about stimulus identity
However, in contrast, Press et al. (2006) found no evidence of effects of belief. In an automatic imitation factorial design, participants saw human or robotic hand movements, and were instructed in one session that these were human generated, and in another, that they were performed by a robot. There was no effect of instruction on automatic imitation, either when the stimuli had physically human or robotic properties. Instead, the effects were determined by the stimulus perceptual properties, with a larger automatic imitation effect for human relative to robotic hands. This lack of instruction effect was observed despite questionnaire measures indicating that beliefs about identity had been successfully manipulated. There are at least two possible explanations for the discrepancy between findings in these studies. First, there was arguably more perceptual information about animacy in Press et al. (2006) than Stanley et al. (2007) and belief about identity may have an impact only when there is little perceptual information upon which to base inferences. This 'perception hypothesis' is consistent with an fMRI experiment conducted by Stanley et al. (2010) , where 15 points, rather than one (Stanley et al., 2007) , constituted the perceptual information. There was no difference in activation in any motor, premotor, or pIFG cortical areas regardless of whether participants were told that the stimulus was human or computer generated (N.B. However, this study also did not find any motor effects that correlated with the level of actual human motion in the stimulus). Second, participants had more control over the locus of their spatial attention in Stanley et al. (2007) than Press et al. (2006) , and greater attention to stimuli believed to be human may generate belief effects. More attention to stimuli has been found to lead to larger automatic imitation effects (Chong et al., 2009 ; see also Gowen et al., 2010; Longo and Bertenthal, 2009) , and in Stanley et al.'s study (2007) participants were not required to devote high attention to the stimuli; they only needed to pace their actions with observed stimuli and the pace was constant. In contrast, Press et al. (2006) required participants to respond on the basis of stimulus movement, where this movement happened at a variable point in the trial, and the task was to respond as quickly as possible. Therefore, attention towards stimuli may have been high regardless of belief. This 'attention hypothesis' -that greater attention to stimuli believed to be human than inanimate generates belief effects -is supported by a study which found effects of belief on automatic imitation when there was high perceptual information, but the response was not signalled by the observed action meaning that attention was free to shift (Liepelt and Brass, 2010 ; see also Klapper et al., 2014) .
If the perception hypothesis is correct, beliefs may indeed exert direct top-down influence on the operation of mirror mechanisms. In contrast, if the attention hypothesis is found to provide a better account of the data, beliefs would not directly determine the operation of mirror mechanisms -beliefs act upon mechanisms determining spatial attention, and level of perceptual processing therefore impacts upon the operation of mirror mechanisms (as well as many other sociocognitive processes). Hence, given the uncertainty about the nature of differences between studies, there is currently no evidence that beliefs about identity play a direct role in biological tuning. Brass et al. (2001) . In a simple RT task, participants are presented with a hand in a neutral position. After a certain amount of time, the stimulus hand moves (e.g. the finger lifts). Participants are instructed to execute a pre-specified response upon movement of the stimulus hand. This pre-specified response can either be compatible (finger lifting) or incompatible (finger tapping) with the observed movement. The automatic imitation effect is calculated by subtracting RT on compatible trials from RT on incompatible trials. (b) Humanoid robot form stimulus used in Kupferberg et al. (2012) . (c) Human and Lego form stimuli used in Cross et al. (2012) . Note that biological tuning was only observed in (a) where the joint configurations of the robotic stimulus are different from a human hand.
